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The Courses

• MBA Full-time

• MBA International

• MBA PSM

• MBA Knowledge and Innovation Management

• MBA Leadership

Modes of Study

• MBA Full Time

– One year

• MBA PSM

– One week blocks

– Up to two years

• MBA Knowledge and Innovation Management 

• MBA Leadership

– Two week block attendance

– Flexible one or two years
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Route Specific Integrative Module

Management Environments and Economics

Managing People & Organisations

Accounting and Performance Management

Managing Innovation

International Strategy and Marketing

Electives

Information Systems, Operations & Process Management
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Postgraduate Certificate Change 

Management

• Modules include:

Managing the human aspects of change*

Institutional perspectives on change management*

Leadership of change*

Systems and complexity approaches to change management*

Managing Innovation through strategic projects

Managing new forms of innovation

A final integrated case study

* Part of Certificate in Change Management

This course provides understanding of the 

academic theory behind organisational

change, giving managers the confidence to:

• take on a leadership role 

• build on experience  and integrate 

academic knowledge and practice skills 

• engage in authoritative change 

management

• and effectively communicate change

• delivered in three teaching modules, the 

certificate is designed to fit around personal 

and professional commitments.

• Each short intensive module is assessed by a 

work-based project which contributes to an 

employer's business. All of the classroom 

teaching is workshop-based which promotes 

group discussion and the sharing of 

experience.
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• The MSc programme combines two of the 

most exciting areas of management and 

leadership. It provides the knowledge and 

skills necessary for leading the practice of 

change and harnessing innovation. Key to the 

programme's philosophy is the deep 

connection between change and innovation 

and a focus on futures-oriented processes.


